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COMMENTS: 

 

• Great learning experience. 

 

• I really appreciated this class and how it was taught. I learned a lot of useful 

information from this class. 

 

• I enjoyed this class very much. My only suggestion would be to move up one big 

project so that the last month isn’t as hectic. 

 

• Great class; great teacher. 

 

• This class has been a wonderful experience. Thank you for making yourself so 

available to us! 

 

• I wouldn’t change a thing! 

 

• I learned a lot in this class about building communities in a classroom. I have 

learned how important this is. It was a great class. 

 

• Dr. Rombach was always enthusiastic in class. She stuck to the syllabus and we 

all knew what to expect. 

 

• Thank you for being an inspiration to me this semester. Your class was what kept 

me going. You are a great professor and your class website is amazing. 

 

• This was a great class. You not only taught me about teaching social studies but 

about being a good teacher. I learned so much from this class and I thank you! 

 

• Dr. Rombach taught in a way that is commendable. She was a great teacher and 

advisor. 

 

• You were always very organized. It’s obvious you love teaching and it rubs off. 

You were consistently there for me and my classmates. You are a great, warm 

person. 

 

• I have learned so much from this course and more specifically from you. Thanks 

for being so open minded and warm hearted. 

 

• This teacher was very organized, helpful and extremely knowledgeable. She knew 

so much about teaching with a multicultural approach and she taught it well. She 

was extremely calm and respected us very much. 

 



• The most supportive teacher I have ever had. She was the only Block 1 professor 

who really took the time to get to know me. 

 

• This course was the most effective class because she stuck with the syllabus 

throughout the entire semester. 

 

• I would definitely take another class with Dr. Rombach. I learned so much. The 

little goodies were a plus and kept the class from going insane. 

 

• I feel better prepared to be a teacher because of this class. 

 

• I would like to thank you for taking the time to help me with my writing. Your 

comments and suggestions will be taken in to consideration. I am planning to 

work on it over the summer. Thank you for giving me such creative and fun ways 

to teach social studies. 

 

• As a professor, you were always available. The phone number you gave us was 

your home number which shows the class that you are still there for us outside of 

the class. You take time out of class to help us communicate our concerns. 

 

• I learned many new perspectives on teaching and learning. The only thing I wish 

was different is changing the due date for the unit plan, PowerPoint, and the 

community and diversity paper so they are not all due at the end of the semester. 

 

 


